Convocation Ceremony

Welcome Address
Anind K. Dey, Dean of the Information School

Keynote Speaker
Rena Priest, Poet Laureate of Washington, presented by Humanities Washington and ArtsWA.

Presentation of Graduates
Doctor of Philosophy Information Science (Ph.D.)
Adam Moore

Master of Library and Information Science (MLIS)
Michelle H. Martin

Master of Science in Information Management (MSIM)
Hala Annabi

Bachelor of Science in Informatics
Amy J. Ko

Student Award Presentations
The 21st Century Awards
Presented by David Frappier and Jacob Lackner on behalf of the Association of Library and Information Science Students

The Archer Awards
Presented by Shivang Dalal on behalf of the Association of Information Management Students

The Eisenberg Award
Presented by Aaron Zhao on behalf of the Informatics Undergraduate Association

Faculty Award Presentations
The Ruth Worden Award for Student Excellence in Library and Information Science
Presented by Michelle H. Martin on behalf of the Information School Faculty

The Faculty Awards for Student Excellence in Information Management
Presented by Hala Annabi on behalf of the Information School Faculty

The Faculty Awards for Student Excellence in Informatics
Presented by Amy J. Ko on behalf of the Information School Faculty

Reading of the Names
Bob Boiko, Mike Doane, Michelle H. Martin, Nam-ho Park, Matthew Saxton, Jason Yip
Graduates

Ph.D.

Wes Eli King
A Match Made in Heaven: Queer Christians and Dating Apps
Faculty Advisors: Negin Dahya, Anna Lauren Hoffmann

Wan-Chen Lee
Operationalizing Cultural Warrant in Knowledge Organization
Faculty Advisor: Joseph T. Tennis

J. Elizabeth Mills
Never the Same Storytime Twice: An Exploration of the Nature and Role of Reflection in Public Library Storytime Assessment
Faculty Advisor: Michelle H. Martin

Jason Portenoy
Harnessing Scholarly Literature as Data to Curate, Explore, and Evaluate Scientific Research
Faculty Advisor: Jevin West

Travis W. Windleharth
Mental Models, Meaning, & Games: An Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis of Player Meaning Making in a Complex STEM Themed Video Game
Faculty Advisor: Jin Ha Lee

Anuska Zolyomi
Grounded Design of Affective Computing Accounting for Social-Emotional-Sensory Experiences of Neurodivergent Adults
Faculty Advisor: Jaime Snyder
Master of Library and Information Science

Andrea Alaniz
Courtney Alsbury
Adrian Jazz Applin
Emma Arata *
Adylenne Ascencio *
Dillon Brice Baker
Bethany Barelman *
Rachel Ruiz-Beckham *
Molly Benson
Rose Theresa Arce
Booker
Brandyn Boyd
Samantha Bradley *
Nicole Breiner
Sarah Bryan
Emma Burbank *
Jason Campbell
Carolyn Anne Callaghan
Reagan Callahan
Kelly Carney
Jenifer Carter
Joanne Chern *
Jennifer Monica Ching
Charlotte Daugherty
Leah DeSantis
Tyler Dryg
Hannah Edlund *
Dana K. Garlinghouse *
Anna Gibson *
Nick Gibson
Jessie M. Gray
Kaitlyn Holly Griffith
Tasha Gross
Taylor Healey-Brooks *
Mary Hernandez
Maureen Hogan *
Chloé Horsma
Eddie Hunsinger
Sugey Iribe
Todd Isaacson
Qiupan Jin
Kalie Johnson
Sara Jordan
Ben Kass *
Seth Kurke *
Mahlon Landis
Seraphim Joohoo Lee
Renan Leite *
Chun Li
Michelle Li *
Micah Love *
Michéal MacManus
Maggie Mahoney
Katherine McAlister *
Rosa McGill *
Charlotte McGrew *
Zachary McNay
Brian McNeil
Caleb Mechem
Sarah Meidl *
Diane M. Mello
Elizabeth Meyer
Rebecca Michelson
Alexa Minasian
Elexa Moore
Hank True Morgan
Alexis Mulvaney *
Keiko Yamamoto
Sarah Nguyêń
Nancy Nightingale *
Nickola Ortega
Leanne Pacheco
Marie Peeples *
Nicholas Pillsbury
Kimberly S. Pittman
Jamie Sue Finley Poirier
Taylor Polson
Andrea Quinn
Sloane Kincaid Ralston
Hassna Ramadan
Jamie Marie Ramos
J Rea

Master of Science in Information Management

Sakshi Agrawal
Akriti
Aftab Alam
James Alexander
Devika Antarkar
Jayanth Kumar *
Saransh Arora
Forrest R. Baker
Srijani Basak
Jordan Bethea
Sahana Bhat
Jayesh Satish Bhatia
Japneet Kaur Boyal *
Josh Breiger
Mohit Jairam
Chanchlani *
Chiaoya Chang
Lizzy Chen
Joshua Chestnut
Oindrila Choudhury
Tony Chu
Hannah Chung
Julius Coleman
Emma Cozart

* Denotes student leader
Jeffrey A Darrington
Alexander Jason Davis
Harsh Desai *
Prathiba Enjeti
Samuel Erickson
Andrew Chase Forman
Ilesha Garg
Ayushi Gaur
Hannah Gavin
Soma Ghosh
Sarita Ghosh
Nandhini Charumathy Giridharan
Juan Carlos Gomez
Fengwei Han
Melissa Henry
Lily Hernandez
Meghan Hutchins Hill
Daphne Hsu
Wennie Hu
Chan G. Im
Sri Iyer
Lipsa Priyadarshini Jena
Colin Keith Johnson
Maxwell J. Kahn
Varun Kandukuri
Shreya Kaul
Krishna Khamankar
Rohan Kurhana
Sean Kim
Vishwa Kirti *
Kulraj Singh Kohli
Yulia Korotkova
Neeraj Kulkarni
Divya Suresh Kumar *
Ganapathy Subramanian
Lakshminarayanan
Michael J. Lee
Alice Lee
Kielan Lemoine-Kowalski
Jessica Li
Briana Kirsten Lincoln
Matthew Lockwood
Jerissa Lumansoc
Jocelyn Mah
Prathamesh Mahankal
Addison Malone
Arthur Man
Buvaneswari Manibabu
Nandini Mazumdar *
Redeite Moges
Malvika Mohan
Homa Moosavi
Subhiksha Mukuntharaj
Srinivas Murri
Prasanna Muthukumar
Keegan Na
Ankita Naikdalal
Vidya Lakshmi Narasimhan
Aniruddh Nathani
Aditi Nettar
Anthony D Nguyen
Kenny Hoang Nguyen
Joseph Nguyen
Thet Myat Noe
Meredith Orr
Heet Rajesh Palod
Meghana Parab
Vishwa Maya Pardeshi
Chinar Pathik Patel
Kshitij Pathak
Vaidehi Tushar Patil
Angie Peng
Duy K Phan
Mark A. Pruitt
Yash Manish Raichura
Vaibhav Vasanth Rao
Dexter Rietman
Ivey Chanel Robinson
Purba Roy *
Roshni Roy
Linbo Ruan
Prachi Sablani
Priyanka Saraf
Emil Sayah
Shikhar Bharat Shah
Aayush Shah
Saurabh Sharma
Maureen Shaugnessy
Aki Shibuya
Klaudyna Siewior
Angad Singh

Vineeta Singla
Ansul Sinha
Mahija Sinha
Zachary Siron
Nina Slazinik
Chen Song
Adrian Spencer
Cheng Feng Sun
Danny Tang
Natnael Tewelde
Natalie Thao
Abby Tish
Kathy Tran
Eddie Tuohy *
Sneha Upadhyay *
Aaron Voros
Krisha Wali
Aaron Wang
Windy Wang
Huan Wang
Maxwell Weil
Yonas Woldekidan
Kevin Wu
Rita Wu
Joey Xu
Chang Xu
Shengbo Xue
Xinyi Yang
Bob Yang
Alice “Chien-Yu” Yeh
Katerina Yufereva
Arzu Yuksel Suzener
Wenpei “Peggy” Zhang
Annika Zhang
Ambrose Zhi *
Mengru Zhou
Yuyue Julie Zhu
Yajie (Zoe) Zhu *

* Denotes student leader
Bachelor of Science in Informatics

Royce Abuda
Isabella Abulhosn
Jocelyn Afandi
Saksham Aggarwal
Suyash Ahuja
Joseph Altamira *
Olivia An
Shray Arora *
Ibrar Aslam
Cameron Astor
Jordan Auerbach
Haowen Bao
Makenna Jean Barton
Pavel Batalov
Rafael Bayer
Allison Jordan Bennett
Aarushi Bhatnagar
Raksha Bohra
Andrey Butenko *
Andy Cahill
Jove Calimlim
Rajoshi Chakravarty
Andrew Chan
Sonali Chandra
Jack Lucas Chang
Shareen Chang *
Rani Chang
Xi Chen (Alice)
Haoyang Chen
Michelle Chen
Ziyin Chen
Nitesh Chetry
Gideon Chia
Kevin Chiu
Gunhyung Cho
Melody Chou
Samantha Chow
Samuel Christ
Alexander T Cohen
Jazmynn Combes-Troyer
Ryan Dang
Ana Jorelle De Las Alas *
Anish Dhawan *
Sukhman Dhillon
Sruthi Dikkala
Wenqin Ding
Somya Doshi
Michael Doyle
Carter Drew
Fran Dukic
Jayson Edwards
Mohamed Egal
Joyce Elauria
Natalie Erjavec
Alexander Escalera Sanchez *
Natnael Eshetu
Greyson Ward Fields
Damita Gomez
Salem Gordon
Michelle Gouw
Wanyu Guan
Tasnim Hasan
Lin He
Jay Houuppermans
Sandy Hsiao
Sarah Hu
Vivian Hua
Jimmy Hua
Kai Huang
Marcus Ta-Gwong Huang
Zixiao Huang
Alejandro Huante
Meesha Hussain
Victoria Huynh
Divit Jawa
Rawuda Jemal
Sharan Jhangiani
Hedy Jiang
Sarah Jin
Jas Johal
Nicola Kalderash
Rahma Kamel
Chand rashree Karnani
Jasmeen Kaur
Jasmine L. Kennedy
Christian Kim
Isaac Kim
Hojun Kim
Jisu Kim
Lia Kitahata
Rebecca Klein
Sherline Ko
Ryan Kobashigawa
Locksley Kolakowski *
Lynzley Kolakowski *
Youssof Kowdan
Nitya Krishna Kumar
Ajay Kristipati
Kyle Kusche
Justin La
Jared Lai
Jennifer Lai
Ashlea Lau
Samuel Lee

* Denotes student leader
Kayla Un-ju Lee
Michelle Lee
Yutian Lei
Trevor Leung
Larry Li
Mengjiao Li
Ke Li
Molly Li
Wayne Li
Beichen Liang
Jenny Liang
Bryan Lin
Riley (Weiran) Lin
Henry Lin
Vanessa Lin
Doris Liu
Josephine Liu
Daniel Lu
Thomas Luk
Andy Luu
Zexin (Celia) Lyu
Darren Ma
David Xuan Mai
Raphael Kyle Caoile
Manansala
Kendall Marshall
Joshua Sadiri Maza
Angel McCrary-Lupson
Matthew Hyun-nu
McVicker
Trey Michaels
Brendan Minami
Tow Mokaramanee
Saasha Mor
Haykal Mubin
Matthew Mun
Alan Ngo
Kha Nguyen

Anh Nguyen
Clayton Novotney
Liam O'Keeffe
Garrett John Olerud
Varun Patel
Jenna Phillips
Phung Phu
Anuraag Polisetty
Michelle Ponting
Kiran Pradhan *
Jessica Prasetyo
Shruti Rajagopalan
Ranjith Ramkishore *
Andi Ren
Erik Harai Rochfort
William Rodriguez
Harkiran Kaur Saluja *
Divij Satija
JoJo Saunders
Shravan Seshadri *
Liam Matthew Sexton
Ashni Shah
Hannah Song Shin
Markus Sulyun Shriner
Julia Shull *
Asharaya Silwal
Patrín Sinteppadon
Sailes Sivakumar
Jin Son
Zikai Song
Siena South-Ciero
Gruvii Sree
Kyle Stevens
Erika Sundstrom
Ashmann Syngle *
Joanna Tan
Thomas That
Sofia Thomas
Erik Thomas-Hommer
Grady Alan Thompson
Ziqin Tian
Rayna Joy Tilley
Renato Tizon
Harsimar Tumber
John Tumenbayar
Austin Ulfers
Savannah Umali-Jepson
Sanjay Unni
Paola Vanegas Del Toro
Satvik Vats
Toan Thien Vo
Akoly Vongdala *
Jeffrey Wang
Lufei (Maggie) Wang
Sky Wang
Xifei Wang
Yixuan Wen
Kevin Weng
Sophie Werner
Tiffany Wong
Judith Wong
Joanna Xiao
Tiancheng Xu
Jason Yan
Grant Yang
Zhijing (Vanessa) Yang
Chris Yee
Eva Yin
Harry T. Zhang
Yuxuan "Wayne" Zhang
Martin Zhang
Hanzheng Zhang
Yuheng Zhong
Anna Zhou
Alice Zhu

* Denotes student leader